Fire instructions!
In the kitchen:
First, check that the air channel are fully open, it is located close to the wall, behind the left part of
the old stove. It should point to the left, on the number 1. Use the pliers to the right of the knives on
the wall to switch to open. When you are using the fireplace, keep the air channel fully open please.
You got wood in the cabinet. Open the top cover and put in newsprint, ignition material (look for it in
the can in the hall) and narrower, lighter, small wood sticks, in that order. Fire up the paper and close
the door. If the system is cold, sometimes you need to have the lower door open for a little while
after lightening up.
The little fan needs to be placed to the left on the stove. Otherwise it´ll get to hot for it.
When you go to sleep, or leave the house, let the fire burn out, so you just got glow. Then close the
air channel above by turning it to the right (number 0), with the pliers.
When yourn´t cooking, close the air damper above the stove to save energy.

In the livingroom:
First, check that the air channel are fully open, it is located above (and in the middle of) the doors.
Turn it to the right. If it is hard to move, just nock on it a little bit with the hammer down below.
Keep it fully open while you are using the fireplace please!
Below the stove is a pliers, use it to open and close the gaps. Newspaper paper, lighters and build a
timber house of wood. Use small wood sticks in the bottom layers. Turn on fire and almost close the
doors. Some minutes later, when the fire is stabile, close the doors properly using the pliers.
For adding more woods, open one of the doors just a little bit, and slowly. In that way the fireplace
can adjust to the incoming air. Then open the whole way, but still not so fast.
When you go to sleep, or leave the house, let the fire burn out, so you just got glow. Then close the
air channel above (and in the middle of) the doors. Turn it to the left.
Don’t forget to open the next time you are lightening up a fire!
Sometimes you need to get more air in the house. Open the door out to the hall, or a window, not so
close to a flower (they can freeze and die).

In the sauna:
Open the door and load newspaper, ignite material (from the house) and woods. Always use narrow
wood sticks when starting the fire.
Pull out the ashtray when you light up, it acts as a ”airdoor”. Close the door and steer the ashtray as
soon as it starts to burn.

Remember!
Never leave combustible material near the fireplaces. Be careful not to burn yourself.
And if you unsure, or does not get it to work - call and we´ll help!
You find more wood outside, in the storage in the middle of the red building in front of your porch.
If you run out of wood, just let us know.
That´s the main rule. If you want something, or does not understand, just let us know =)

Best regards Lillemor

